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Statement of the problem. Based on the analysis of domestic and foreign scientific publications
and guidelines, it is found that the known deformation models for the calculation of complex tensile reinforced concrete elements during torsional bending are quite conditional. Therefore the article considers the solution of the problem of designing a computational model of a reinforced concrete element during torsion with bending in the post-crack stage, which most fully accounts for
the specifics of crack formation, deformation and destruction of such elements. The case is considered for when among all possible external influences the action of torques and bending moments
has the greatest influence on the stress-strain.
Results. Using the equations of statics and physical ratios of reinforced concrete, the calculated
parameters are identified such as stresses in concrete of compressed zone, height of compressed
concrete, stresses in clamps, deformations in concrete and reinforcement, curvature and torsion
angle of reinforced concrete element.
Conclusions. The obtained analytical dependences were tested by means of numerical calculation
of the reinforced concrete strapping crossbar of the outer contour of a residential building of box
section of high-strength concrete. The suggested deformation model can be employed in the design
of a wide class of reinforced concrete structures working on torsional bending.
Keywords: reinforced concrete, design model, deformation, complex resistance, torsion with bending, cracks.

Introduction. Despite reinforced concrete structures undergoing a complex stress state –– torsion with bending being relatively common in the practice of design and construction, methods
for calculating the strength of such structures examined in scientific publications (e.g., [1, 9, 16,
© Karpenko N. I., Kolchunov Vl. I., Travush V. I., 2021
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17], etc.) and those used in the guidelines of different countries are not sufficiently rigorous. So,
outdated models of the girder analogy are still in use in the EU regulations.
In the domestic guidelines and regulations of the CIS countries, the section method is traditionally employed, which is very conditional when applied to the complex stress. Besides, in
the above studies, the solution of problems of strength in bending with torsion is mainly discussed. A model for calculating the angles of twisting and curvatures in reinforced concrete
elements in bending with torsion (deformation model) was set forth in [4—6]. In this case, an
approach was used with the selection of the design contour of the cross section which is intersected by a spiral crack or its part. A more general model of the mechanics of cracked reinforced concrete in a volumetric stress was presented in the fundamental monograph [8]. Finite
element models are currently increasingly used in studies of the complex resistance of reinforced concrete structures. They make it possible to obtain acceptable solutions while calculating in a linearly elastic formulation, as well as in a nonlinear formulation when the given
physical-mechanical and stiffness characteristics are used. At the same time, according to experimental [2, 3, 12—14, 19] and numerical studies [9, 10, 18], physical modeling of the
crack formation process itself is required based on the general methodology for solving the
problem of rigidity, crack resistance and strength of reinforced concrete [11, 18], and the development of the design scheme itself by considering a number of new effects of deformation.
This is what makes the study timely and relevant.
The aim of the work is to design a compact and, at the same time, a more general design
model of a complexly stressed reinforced concrete box-section element experiencing the
combined action of bending M and torque T moments in the stage after the formation of spatial cracks considering the shape of the cross-section, the spatial nature of the cracks, the stress
state in longitudinal and transverse rods, as well as in the concrete of the compressed zone.
1. Design model of a complex stressed reinforced concrete moment. In order to design a
computational model, the approach [6, 7] is used with the allocation of the computational contour of the most stressed spatial cross-section.
The cross-section of a box-shaped element with section h×b is reinforced with two longitudinal reinforcement bars in a tensioned zone with a total area of 2Fs and in a compression zone
with a total area of 2Fs'. The distance between the rods is h1 and b1 (Fig. 1b). The transverse
reinforcement is bordered by closed clamps with the area of the rods Fsw and the pitch Usw0, h1
and b1 are the dimensions of the clamps.
In the design model, the clamps are transferred to the level of longitudinal reinforcement
(Fig. 1b) with a reduced pitch Usw, where
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U sw  U sw0

 b1  h1  .
 b2  h2 

(1)

The reduced running area of the clamps will be
Fsw  Fsw /U w  Fsw

(2)

 b2  h2  .
 b1  h1 U sw0

Fig. 1 shows two cases.
In the first case, this is the height of the compressed zone:
(3)

X T  2a,

where a' is the distance from the upper surface of the section to the center of gravity of the
reinforcement in the compressed zone. In this case, the section height is taken equal to h1.
In the second case XT > 2a', with the height being taken equal to Z1.
Let us look at a more general second case.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional box diagram (a)
with the allocation of calculated contours 1––2––3––4 (b) according to a particular scheme,
(c) –– according to the general scheme

2. Identifying the shear force flows. The transition to the first case is performed by replacing
Z1 with h1. Let us select from the box-shaped section the calculated box-shaped element of
size b1 × Z1 (Fig. 2) where Z1 is the distance from the tensioned reinforcement 2Fs to the center of gravity of the concrete in the compressed zone
Z1  h1  a   0.5 X T .

(4)

In this case, the reinforcement of the compressed zone is transferred to the new line 1––4 to
the safety margin. Also, the linear reduced area of the clamps is somewhat specified
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f sw  Fsw

 b1  h1  .
 b1  Z1 U sw0

а)

(5)

b)

Fig. 2. Scheme of shear force flows Nyx, Nzy from the action of the torque
according to the calculated contours 1––2––3––4, (a) –– according to a particular scheme,
(b) –– according to the general scheme

The action of the torque is reduced to the action of the flow of tangential forces Nyx and Nzy
along the contour 1––2––3––4 in the general case (Fig. 2b):

N yx  N yz 

T
.
2  b1  Z1 

(6)

Here below the general case is discussed. In a particular case in all the formulas, Z1 is replaced by h1.
The design diagram of the box-shaped element is shown in Fig. 3. On the left side, the design
scheme is limited by the design rectangular contour 1—2—3—4. M –– bending moment,
T — torque are applied to a rectangular contour centered at point 0.
The action of the torque T on the contour of the element 1—2—3—4 is represented in the
form of flows Nyz (1), Nyz (2), Nyx. The total flow of tangential forces along the line 1––2
will be:
N yz (1)  N yz 

T
.
2  b1  z1 

(7)

A similar flow of tangential forces along line 3––4 will be equal to:
N yz ( 2)  N yz 

T
.
2  b1  z1 
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Fig. 3. Design diagram of a box-shaped element

On the left side, the contour is limited with the lines 7—11, 11—8, 8—12, 12—3, 3—13,
13—16, 16—7.
3. Efforts and stresses in the concrete of the compressed zone along a line lying in the
plane of the upper face of the design element. A sloped line 13––16 represents that of the
application of the main compressive effort N b in the concrete of the compressed zone.
Fig. 3 shows the projections N bx Nby of this effort on the x, y axis, applied to the midpoint of
the line 13––16 (at point 0c), the main compressive effort will be equal to:
N b  Nby cos a c  Nbx sin αc ,

(9)

where ac is the inclination angle of the line of the compressed zone 13—16 to the line 7—10
parallel to the axis x. This angle is identified based on the equality to zero by the projection

Nby and N bx onto the sloped line 13—16, Nbx cos α c  Nby sin α c  0 , hence
tg α c 

(10)

N bx
.
N by

The main stresses in the concrete of the compressed zone with a rectangular diagram will be
equal to:
b  

Nb
,
Fc
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where Fc is the area of the concrete of the compressed zone which is identified considering
the entire section of the element:
Fc  X T b cos  c ,

(12)

where b is the width of the section (see Fig. 1).
4. Identifying stresses in closed transverse clamps. Sloped lines 7––11 and 3––13 run along
inclined cracks; N sz 1 , N sz  2  are the total forces applied to clamps that cross oblique cracks.
These forces are identified based on the flows of shear forces Nyz(1), Nyz(2) (formulas (7) and
(8)) applied to the lines 7—8 and 3—4. As a result,
TZ1

,
2  b1  Z1  

TZ1
 N yz 2 Z1 
.
2  b1  Z1  

N sz1  N yz1 Z1 
N sz 2

(13)

The efforts N sz 1 and N sz  2  are also expressed in terms of stresses (respectively σsz (1) and σsz
(2)) in vertical clamps based on the dependencies:
 sz1 f swl811   sz1 f sw Z1 tg 1  N sz 1 , 

 sz 2 f swl413   sz 2 f sw Z1 tg  2  N sz  2 .

(14)

Using these ratios, considering (13), it is possible to identify the stresses in the vertical rebars
of transverse reinforcement:
T

,
2  b1  Z1  f swtg1 

T

.
2  b1  Z1  f swtg 2 

(15)

 sz 1 
 sz  2

The common effort N sx in clamps crossing an inclined crack 8––12, together with the thrust
efforts applied to the longitudinal reinforcement, will be
N sx  2Tsx  N yx l8-9  N yxb1.

(16)

In this case, the thrust efforts in the clamps are not considered –– only the thrust forces Tsx in
the longitudinal reinforcement are. According to [6, 7], the influence of the thrust forces can
be taken into account using the coefficient λx.
Wherein
N sx  N yx1b1  2Tsx  N yx b1 x ,
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where
x 

(18)

15 f sw
,
15 f sw  f sy ctg 2  3

where
f sy 

2 Fsy
b1

(19)

.

The effort N sx can be expressed using the stresses σsx in the lower clamps:
(20)

N sx  N yx b1 x   sx f swb1 tg 3 ,

hence
 sx 

N yx  x
f swtg 3

T

(21)

x
.
2  b1  Z1  f swtg 3

5. Identifying the efforts in the concrete of the compressed zone. The projection of all efforts applied to the right calculated curvilinear contour on the x axis leads to the dependence

Nbx  N sx  2Tsx  Nbx  N yx b1  0.
Hence, given (5):
N bx  N yx b1 

(22)

Tb1
.
2  b1  Z1 

Let us move on to identifying Nby . Let us denote:
(23)

N y  N by  N sy .

The sum of the moments of all forces acting parallel to the plane Z0Y relative to the lower line
parallel to b1 and passing through the lower point O3 will be:
N y  Z1  N sz 1 l5-17  N sz  2 l14-15  N yx l7-16  Z1  M  0,

(24)

where M = Me, Me is the moment at the point e in the line y (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Typical calculation element of the compressed
concrete zone
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According to Fig. 2,

l5-17  0.5Z1 tg 1  0.5b1 tg  3 , 
l14-15  0.5Z1 tg  2  0.5b1 tg  c , 

l19-0 c  Z1 tg  2  0.5b1 tg  c , 

l7-16  0.5b1  tg 3  tg  c  .


(25)

Based on these values, according to (22) and (24),
N y 

M e N sz1  Z1 tg 1  b1 tg 3  N sz  2  Z1 tg  2  b1 tg  c 


 0,5 N yx b1 (tg 3  tg  c ). (26)
Z1
2 Z1
2 Z1

Considering the dependencies (13), formula (26) is transformed as follows:

N y  N by 


Me 
T

  Z1 tg 1  b1 tg  c  
Z1  4(b1  Z1 ) 

(27)



Tb1 (tg 3  b1 tg  c )
T

.
  Z1 tg  2  b1 tg  c  
4(b1  Z1 )
 4(b1  Z1 ) 
Let us isolate from the general scheme shown in Fig. 3 the element of the compressed zone
16––10––13 with an effort applied to it: ( N by  2 N sy ) are the normal efforts in concrete and
two transverse rods of the compressed zone, Nyx are tangential efforts; N bx and N y are the
efforts along the sloped line 16—13. The projection of the efforts of the element16—10—13
onto the y' axis is (Fig. 4):

N y  N yx b tg  c  Nby  2 N sy ;

(28)

 bX t  2sy Fs ,
N y  N yx b tg  c  by

(29)

or

 , sy are the normal stresses in concrete and reinforcement on the verge of 16––10;
where by

Xt is the height of the compressed concrete zone.
Let us denote  y as the deformations of the element along the y' axis. Based on the condition
of the joint deformation of the concrete and reinforcement,

y 


by
 b Eb



sy
Es

,

(30)

where Eb, Es are the modules of the deformation of the concrete and reinforcement; b is the
secant modulus of concrete ( b  0.75 ). Thus

   sy
by

 b Eb
 b sy
Es
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where

b 

 b Eb
,
Es

(32)

Inserting (31) into (29) leads to the dependence:

sy  ( N y  N xy tg  c ) b bX T  2 Fs ,

(33)

hence
'
sy

2N 

2 N y' Fs'

 bX
'
b

T

 2 Fs' 



2 N xy b tg N y' Fs'

  bX
'
b

T

 2 Fs' 

.

(34)

Let us denote:

с1 

2 Fs
; с  c b.
 b bX T  2Fs x 1

(35)

As a result, the dependence (33) is written as

2 N sy  N y c1  2 N xy bc1 tg  c .

(36)

Let us denote the value Nby considering (23) and (36):
N by 


M e (1  c1 ) 
T
 
 ( Z1 tg 1  b1 tg  3 )(1  c1 ) 
Z1
 4  b1  Z1  

(37)



Tb1
T
( Z tg  2  b1 tg  c )(1  c1 ) 

(1  3c1 ) tg  c  (1  c1 ) tg 3 
 4  b  Z   1
4  b1  Z1 
1
1 


Entering the values Nby and N bx into the dependence (10) given by the formulas (37), (22),
we move to a quadratic equation for tgαc:

M e (1  c1 ) 
T

( Z tg   b tg  c )(1  c1 ) 
 4  b  Z   1 1 1
Z1
1
1






T
T
 
 b1 (tg  3 tg  c )(1  c1 )  
 Z1 (tg  3 tg  c )(1  c1 ) 
 4  b1  Z1  
 4  b1  Z1  

(38)





T
T

b1 (tg  c 2 )(1  c1 )  
b (tg  c 2 )(1  3c1 ) 

 4 b  Z  
 4  b  Z   1
1
1 
1
1 






Tb1
T

b (tg  3 tg  c )(1  c1 )  
 0.
 4  b  Z   1
 2  b  Z  
1
1 
1
1 



Therefore the angle αc is identified using the solution of the quadratic equation (27) with respect
to the unknown tgαc. In the first approximation, depending on (36), (37), we can take α2 = 450:

1   2 N yz 1 / N yz  2 .

15
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The maximum compressive stresses in concrete σb' are given by the formulas (11)––(12):

b  

Nb cos  c
.
bX T

(40)

In the specific stage b  Rb , considering the effect of the compressed reinforcement as a result the specific height X T  Xˆ T will be:

Xˆ T 

N

b

 2 FsRsc  cos  c
Rb b

.

(41)

6. Identifying the height of the compressed concrete zone and the shoulder of the internal
pair of forces in the design section. In order to identify the height of the compressed zone XT
and the shoulder of the internal pair of forces in the design section Z1 and in the operational
stage, the formula of SP (СП) 63.13330.2018 can be used with some approximation.
For this, the following needs to be identified:
 additional section characteristics:

h0  0.5  h1  h  ,

hf   h1  h  ; 

(42)

 given moment:
M  M e  N yx  l3-12  Z1  N yz 1  l8-11  Z1  N sz 1  l5-17  N sz  2   l14-15 
 Me 


 2
TZ1
T
 Z1 tg  2  0.5b1  tg  3  tg  c    
  Z1 tg 1 


2  b1  Z1 
 2  b1  Z1  

(43)
 TZ1

 TZ1








0.5
tg
tg
Z
b




1
1
1
3
 2  b  Z  
1
1 

 2  b1  Z1  
TZ1
  0.5Z1 tg  2  0.5Z1 tg 1  b1 tg  3  ;
 0.5  Z1 tg  2  b1 tg  c   M e 
2  b1  Z1 
 given normal force N :

N  N yx  l312  l7 16 1  N yz (1) Z1 tg 1 


T
T
 Z1 tg  2  b1  tg 3  tg  c   
Z1 tg 1 
2  b1  Z1 
2  b1  Z1 


(44)

T
 Z1  tg 1  tg  2   b1  tg  3  tg  c   .
2  b1  Z1  

In practical calculations, in dependences (41), (42), it is allowed to take Z1 = h1. In this case,
as shown below, after identifying Qb according to the procedure indicated below, Z1 can be set
and this value can be used while determining the remaining values.

16
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Following SP (СП) 63.13330.2018, the relative height of the compressed zone is given by the
formula




1
,


1  5   


10



(45)

where β is the coefficient considering the type and class of concrete accepted in compliance
with SP (СП) 63.13330.2018:
h f 

E
A
As / 2
M
f
f





;
1
;
9;   0.45;   s ;   s ;


f
f
2
bh0 Rb , ser
bh0
Eb
Ared
 2h0 
hf 

As / 2
E
A
M
 2
;    f  1 
9;   0.45;   s ;   s ,
; f 
bh0 Rb , ser
bh0
Eb
Ared
 2h0 


As is the total area of the reinforcement of the compressed area

(46)

 As  2 Fs .

The value Z1 is given by the formula:
 h f

f f  2 

h
.
Z1  h0 1  0

2  f f   





(47)

X T  2  h0  Z1  .

(48)

The height of the compressed zone is

In this case, considering the dependences (11), (12), the main compressive stresses in line
16––13 will be

b  

Nb cos  c
.
XT b

(49)

7. Identifying the forces and stresses in tensile reinforcement bars. By projecting all the
forces applied to the design element (see Fig. 3) along the y axis onto the horizontal plane,
there is direct consideration of the forces N sx 1 and N sy  2 in the reinforcement of the compressed zone to the dependence:

N sy 1  N sy  2  
 N y  N yx  Z1 tg  2  b1  tg 3  tg  c    N yz 1 Z1 tg 1 .

(50)

The rotation of the forces around the Oc–O3 axis in the plane yZ without any consideration of
the forces N sx 1 , N sy  2 either leads to the equation:
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N sy  2 l03 -6  Tsx l6-12  N yz 1 Z1 tg 1l03 -5  Tsx l8-5  N sy1 l03 -5  0.5 N yx b1 Z1 tg  2  0 .

(51)

Given that
l03  6  l03 5  0.5b1 ,
l612  l85



 0.5b1 tg  3 , 

(52)

the equation (51) is transformed as follows:
N sy  2   N sy 1  N yx Z1 tg  2  N yz 1 Z1 tg 1 .

(53)

The joint solution of the equations (50), (53) in relation to N sx1 and N sy leads to the dependencies:

N sy 1  0.5 N y  N yz 1 Z1 tg 1  0.5 N yx b1  tg  3  tg  c  ,
N sy  2  0.5 N y  N yx  Z1 tg  2  0.5b1  tg 3  tg c   .

(54)

According to the dependencies (54), the tensile stresses in the lower longitudinal reinforcement bars Fs1 and Fs2 will differ slightly. They align in areas where the shear force Q is zero,
which corresponds to the case of bending with torsion. However, for the sake of generality,
the formulas N sy 1 and N sy 2  are retained.
The stresses in the lower reinforcement rods of will be:
σ sy 1 
σ sy 2  

N sy 1
Fsy 1
N sy 2 
Fsy 2 

0.5 N y  N yz 1 Z1tgα1  0.5 N yx b1  tgα 3 -tgα c  
,
Fsy1


0.5 N y  N yx  Z 1tgα 2  0.5b1  tgα 3 -tgα c   
. 

Fsy  2 




(55)

Identifying the deformations in the lower zone of the element (conventionally in the zone 2––3).
Relative deformations in bars 1 and 2 of the lower longitudinal reinforcement are given by the
dependencies:

 sy 1 

 sy 1  sy1
Es

;  sy  2 

 sy 2  sy  2
Es

,

(56)

where Ψsy(1), Ψsy(2) are the coefficients that consider the effect of adhesion of reinforcement
to concrete in the areas between cracks (V. I. Murashev's coefficients):

 sy1  1  0, 75 sl

crc
;
 sy1

 sy 2  1  0, 75 sl

 crc
,
 sy 2

(57)

where σcr are the stresses in the reinforcement at the time of cracking, which in a first approximation can be given by the formula:
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crс 

2.5Rbtsen Es
,
Eb

(58)

ϕsl = 1 under a one-time load, ϕsl = 0.8 under a long-term load.
The average deformations of the reinforcement are

 sy 

 sy1   sy  2
2

.

(59)

The average deformations of the lower clamp rods are

 sx 

 sx  sx
;
Es

(60)


 sx  1  0, 75si crc .
 sx

After there have been cracks of stress σbt and deformations εbt of the concrete strips along the
cracks will mainly depend on the tangential stresses τyx:
bt  2 yx sin  3 cos  3 ,
bt 

bt
E П  пx



2 yx sin  3 cos  3 

,
E П  пx


(61)

where EП is the modulus of deformation of the concrete strips:
E П  Eb  П  0.8 Eb ,

(62)

βП ≈ 0.8 is the coefficient of influence of loosening of concrete strips by cracks on the module; vnx is the coefficient considering the effect of plastic deformations of concrete strips in
the process of increasing stresses εbt.
Shear stresses are identified as a function of linear shear forces Nyx:
 yx 

N yx
2a xy

, bt  

2 N yx sin 3 cos  3
2a xy

,

(63)

where α is the thickness of the protective layer of the lower reinforcement; βxy is the coefficient of the influence of the remaining concrete layers on τyx; the minus sign means that the
strips are compressed.
Given (62), (63):
bt  

2 N yx sin 3 cos  3
2 xy Eb  П  Пx



2 N yx sin  3 cos  3
2Eb  Пx

,

(64)

where
 Пx   П  Пx  xy .

19
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The coefficient  Пx is identified experimentally and  Пx can be given by the formula shown
below (68). According to [6, 7] and given (64), the shear angle in the lower zone 2—3 will be:

 xy   sx ctg 3   sy tg 3  bt sin 3 cos 3 

 sy  sy
2 N xy
 sx  sx
ctg  3 
tg  3 
,
Es
Es
2aEb  Пх

(66)

where Es is the modulus of reinforcement deformation in the plastic stage of reinforcement
deformation, everywhere Es is replaced by Esvs, where vs is the secant modulus given by the
dependencies [8].
8. Identifying the deformations in the upper compression zone of concrete. The deformation of concrete in the compressed zone is given by the dependence:

b 

b
N b

,
Eb  b Fс Eb  b

(67)

where Fс is the area of the concrete of the compressed zone given by the formula (12); b is
the coefficient of the development of plastic deformations in the concrete of the compressed
zone. Based on [8], the coefficient b is given by the formula:

b  ˆ b    0  ˆ b  1    1    

2

(68)

(for the ascending branch of the diagram, the sign <+> is taken, and for the descending
branch, the sign <–>), where
–– the level of the main stresses in concrete (positive value) where  is the level of the main
stresses in concrete (positive value):

 

b
,
ˆ b

(69)

where the current main stresses b given by the formula (11); ˆ b are the stresses at the top of
the diagram  ˆ b   Rb , ser  ; ˆ b is the coefficient of change of the secant modulus at the top of
the diagram (positive value):

ˆ b 

ˆ b
,
Eb ˆ b



B2
1   0.8  0.15
B / 60  0.2  B 
10000
B
,
ˆ b    
Eb
0.12  1.03B / 60

(70)

(71)

here B is the concrete class corresponding to Rb ser; λ is the dimensionless coefficient depending on the concrete type (for heavy and fine-grained concrete λ = 1); vb is the initial co-
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efficient of change of the secant module; ω is the coefficient characterizing the curvature of
the diagram.
For the ascending branch of the diagram depending on (71):
 0  1 ;   2  2.5ˆ b1 ;

(72)

for the descending branch of the diagram:
 0  2.05ˆ b ,   1.95ˆ b  0.138 .

(73)

The above formulas refer to the case of compression of the upper concrete zone (zones 1––4)
at b  0 . In case the main stresses are tensile ones  b  bt  0  , but there have not been
any cracks yet, the diagram of concrete tensile  bt  bt  should be given by the formulas
(58)—(64) where где b , ˆ b , b , ˆ b , b , ˆ b , ˆ b are replaced by bt , ˆ bt , bt , ˆ bt ,  bt , ˆ bt ,
t respectively:
t  bt ˆ bt ,

(74)

where ˆ bt , ˆ bt are the stresses and relative deformations at the top of the tensile diagram for
the normative diagram:

ˆ bt
,
Eb ˆ bt

(75)

ˆ bt   0.55  0.15Rbt .ser / R0bt  /  btq .

(76)

ˆ bt  Rbt .ser  btq ; ˆ bt 

where

Here Rbt = 2.5 МPа; γbtq is the coefficient considering the influence of the deformation gradients for crack resistance:

 btq    b  0.007  .

(77)

Here 0.9   b  2  5 h hэ , hэ  0.3 m is some exemplary height (the values  btq were identified for the bending elements, for the torsion bending a specification  btq might be needed.
 and tangential xy stresses in the cocnrete of the compressed zone acting
The normal by

normally and along the line 7—10 (Fig. 4) will be:
by  

N

by

 N yc b1tg  с 
Fcy



N by  N yx b1tg  с
XT b

; xy 

N yx
XT

.

(78)

Accordingly, the normal and shear relative deformations will be:

 
by


by
Eb b



N

by

 N yx b1tg  с 
X T bEb b
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,

 xy  

2 N yx 1  b 
X T Eb b

,

(79)
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where b is the coefficient of the transverse deformations of the concrete.
b  ˆ b   b  ˆ b  1   ;

(80)

b is the initial coefficient of the transverse deformations of the concrete  b  0.175  ; ˆ b is

the coefficient corresponding to the top of the diagram:





ˆ b   b  1  3 ˆ b ;

(81)

Nby is given by the formula (35) and N yx by the formula (6). The curvature of the element
and relative deformations  0 y at the level of the y axis.
 using the formula (79) , the curvature of
After identifying  sy using the formula (59) and by

the element and the relative deformations  0 y can be identified:

1  sy - by

,
Z1
y
0 y





 h1 
 sy  Z1  0.h1   0.5by
.

Z1


(82)

Expressing  sy and by using the common efforts M , T based on the formulas (59) and (79), we
will get the ultimate dependencies for identifying the curvature of the relative deformations  0 y .
9. Shear angles of the vertical walls of the element. Let us consider the element 7––8––11
(Fig. 3, 4). The average relative deformations of this element along the axis y will be:

 y 1 


 sy 1  by
2

,

(83)

where εsy(1), εby are given by the formulas (56), (79).
The stresses σsy(1) in the vertical rods of the clamps are

 sz 1 

N sz 1
f sw Z1tg 1

.

(84)

Accordingly, the relative deformations of the vertical rods of the stirrups in the range
7––8––9 will be:

 sz 1   sz  2 

 sz 1  sz 1
Es

where

 sz 1   sz  2  1  0, 75 sl

22

 crc
;
 sz  i 

,

(85)
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 sz 1 is given by the formula (57) where  sy i  is replaced by  sz 1 , in the plastic stage of the
reinforcement deformation  s is replaced by  s  s . The formulas (61) — (66) still hold true
where  xy is replaced by  Zy , N yx by N Zy1 ,  3 by 1 , in the indices x by Z 1 . As a result,

 yZ 1   sZ 1 ctg 1  by tg 1 

2 N yZ 1
2aEb  пyZ 1   ПZ 1

,

(86)

where similarly to the formula (65):

 ПZ 1   П  ПZ 1 yZ 1 , 

 П  0.8,  yZ 1   xy .

(87)

Using the formula (15), we get the expression  yz 1 into the function of T . Let us look at the
element 3—4—13. The stresses  sZ  2 , deformations  Z  2 and shear angles  yZ  2 are given by
the formulas (83) — (87),  y1 ,  sy1 ,  sz 1 , N sz 1 , 1 ,  sz 1 ,  ПyZ 1 ,  ПyZ 1 ,  yZ 1 are replaced by  y  2 ,  sy  2 ,  sz  2 , N sz  2  ,  2 ,  sz  2 ,  ПyZ  2 ,  ПyZ 1 ,  yZ 1 respectively. As a result,
 
 sy 2   by
,
2


N sz  2 
 sz  2  
,
f sw Z1tg  2 
 sz  2   sz  2  
 sz  2  
,

Es
 y  2 

 yz  2    sz  2  ctg  2   y 2  tg  2 

(88)

2 N yz  2 
2aEb  ПZ  2

,

(89)

where  ПZ  2   П  ПZ  2  yZ  2 ,  П  0.8 ,  yZ  2   xy . Based on the dependencies (15) the shear
angle  yZ  2 is expressed using the values T .
The torque angle  , based on [6, 7] is identified using the values of the shear angles (  xy of
the lower surface according to (66),  xy of the upper compressed zone according to (79),

 yZ 1 of the first vertical wall according to (86) and  yZ  2 of the second vertical wall according to (89)) according to the formula





b1   xy   xy   Z1  yZ 1   yZ  2
2b1 Z1
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.

(90)
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Based on the dependencies (6)—(8), (13), (15), (35), (55), (66) the torque angle  is expressed in the function of M and T.
10. Additional remarks on the design of complex stressed reinforced concrete bars of
solid cross-section in torsion with bending. The above dependences are designed so that the
wall thickness of the element is not limited and makes it possible to switch to a solid section.
It should only be noted that in elements of a solid section, according to [15], after the formation of cracks, part of the torque T2 can be perceived by some still solid core of the section,
which remains in the element following the cracking, and part of the moment T1 is perceived
by the section with a crack. Moreover, in the above formulas, T is replaced by T1, according
to the study by T. P. Chistova:
T  T1  T2 ;

4

 Tcr  
T1  T 1  0.3    ,
 T  


(91)

where Tcr is the torque moment at the moment of cracking; T is the current moment (T > T).
In bending with torsion, the effect of the concrete core in [15] should be taken into account
only in the presence of spiral cracks developing along the entire contour. In the presence of
concrete in the compressed zone without cracks, the effect of the concrete core can be neglected, assuming T2 = 0.
Conclusions
1. An updated block design model of the complex resistance of reinforced concrete structures
of a box section, experiencing the combined action of bending and torque moments after the
formation of spatial cracks, which, on the one hand, is limited by a calculated rectangular contour, on the other hand, is a spatial surface with planes inclined to the edges of the structure,
has been designed. The stresses in the concrete of the compressed zone and the height of the
compressed concrete, the stresses in the clamps, the deformations in the compressed zone, in
the rods of the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, the curvature of the element and the
angle of its twisting are identified using the equations of statics in the sections intersected by
the faces of the spatial crack and element with cracks.
2. In the suggested design model, a variant is considered when out of three external influences: torque T, bending M moments, and transverse force Q during torsion with bending, the
greatest influence on the stress-strain of the structure is exerted by the moments T and M. The
moment is reduced to the action of the flow of tangential forces along a rectangular contour.
3. The suggested analytical model for calculating design parameters can be used in designing
a wide class of reinforced concrete structures of buildings and structures from ordinary and
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high-strength concrete and fiber-reinforced concrete under the considered complex stress in
these structures.
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